Our objective of distributing Garima Kit:
This kit is meant for adolescent girls and young women in the Vulnerable Communities which
serve the purpose of their reproductive and hygiene needs. The centre DIRECT distributed
Garima kit in each of the project area where it is working with girls and young women.

Immediate Target:
Our immediate target is to provide adolescent and young women of vulnerable groups with the
access to Garima kits.

The main activities that we had undertaken were distribution of Garima kits, to the targeted
beneficiaries to survive the crisis triggered by the COVID-19. These activities helped keeping
the young women and adolescent girls safe and hygienic. The beneficiaries were chosen on
the basis of the findings of the rapid survey assessment that identified the immediate needs
that helped us make decision to distribute 320 Garima kits ( 225 in Gaya and 95 in Rohtas)
among adolescent girls who otherwise wouldn’t have able to gain access to essential hygiene
items when the districts were second time in the lockdown to check the spread of the COVID19 and also raised awareness about covering face while stepping out and maintain social
distance while interacting with people.

Testimonies from the field...

Adolescent girls who were hardest hit by the COVID-19 pandemic in terms of their
health and hygiene that made them susceptible to many diseases during and post
lockdown were given a Garima kit that comprised a sanitizer, bathing soap-2,
cleaning soap-2 detergent powder 1 kg, sanitary napkin 6 packets, mask-10, towel1, talcum powder-1, disposable baggage -5 and a carry bag. “I’m Sonali Kumari,16,
from Sherghati, Gaya. The lockdown prompted by the pandemic made my life
extremely difficult in accessing personal hygiene items. I’m thankful to the Centre
DIRECT for making the essential health, hygiene and cleaning items available”.
Thank you, Centre DIRECT!

I’m Shalu Kumari, 14, and I live in Sumali Mohalla, Sherghati, Gaya. I study in the
9th grade. The Centre DIRECT formed a Youth Group in my area and I was chosen
by members of the group as head. I organize youth group meeting every month. I
was a shy girl before I joined the group, but now I do not feel shy about talking,
doing work, conducting session on multiple topics, and meeting with various
stakeholders. During the group meeting it came to the fore that the girls did not
use the sanitary napkins during their periods, and some of them were not at all
aware of the sanitary napkins and their uses. The matter related to the health and
hygiene with a focus on cleanliness during the period kept surfacing. I told them
that if the sanitary pads are used, they prevent from getting infected with many
diseases. At the beginning, the adolescent girls used to feel talking about the
periods. Now, they do not feel shy talking about these topics. During one of the
meetings, the girls expressed their desire that if the sanitary pads were given by
the organisation it would be great help to us in keeping us away from many
preventable diseases. We are poor so we can’t afford buying these items from the
market. COVID-19 induced lockdown paralysed everything; we were not able to get
access to the pads as all shops were closed. And we had to use clothes in our tough
days. This time around the Centre DIRECT supported us with a Garima Kit that had
many essential items including pads enough for six months. Thank you Centre
DIRECT for supporting us during unprecedented times like these.
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SUPPORT OUR INNITIATIVES
For Monetary Donations:
https://www.payumoney.com/paybypayumoney/#/FEB4323FE583C7FEB56CA7B97A95149B

For Contribution from India:
Account No: 02351110000032 IFC Code: HDFC0000235
For contribution from outside India:
Account No: 18630100002788 IFSC Code: BARB0SRIKRI
Write to us for any queries on:
Email: www.centredirect@yahoo.com
For more information, Please refer: www.centredirectind.org
Follow us on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/centredirect/

